The volume dependence of magnetic properties in amorphous Fe has been calculated on the basis of the finite-temperature theory of amorphous metallic magnetism which self-consistently determines the distribution of local magnetic moments. 
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Here f (co) (3) and (6) is given by
' Jgcr+hcr, -5 being an infinitesimal positive number. X in Eqs. (3) and (6) (1), since it should be identical with surrounding ones:
The '~a nd probability q pointing up. Therefore, the local environment is specified by the number n of contracted atoms, the number k of up spins on the n contracted atoms, and the number 1 of up spins on the z -n stretched atoms. The probability for such configuration is given by I (n, z, , ' }I(-k, n, q)l (I,z n, -q) with use of the binomial distribution function I'(k, n, q)=[n!/k!(n -k)!]q "(1 -q)" ". It turns out that the total number of con6guration of about 2'X 2'-10 are self-consistently taken into account.
In the same way, Eqs. (8) and (11)for the effective mediums X and 4 are written as
Here (20) Note that the fluctuation [(5y) In weak magnetic region, for example around 11. 5 A (N=7 0), the ex.change-pair energies 4'+)"(-g, n) strongly depend on the number of contracted atoms n and show the nonlinear behaviors (i.e. , the S-shaped curves) as shown in Fig. 3(a) . This indicates that the central LM with a large amplitude couples ferromagnetically with a neighboring LM, while the LM with a small amplitude antiferromagnetically couples with the neighboring LM.
Since we have large amplitude fluctuations of LM (from 0.2)tts to 2. 2)Ms) as shown in Fig. 4 
